TRENDS 2016: Insights, Inspiration & Innovation to Keep Your
Business Growing and Relevant in a New World of Opportunities

Trends 2016, explores some of the most
fascinating trends taking place and serves
as a source of inspiration to organizations
and entrepreneurs when considering the
multiple ways product and service
offerings could be developed, improved or
redefined. The systematic analysis of
trends brings awareness of emerging
growth and profit opportunities and helps
expose potential threats and risks.

January 24, 2016 To start the new year, it did a feature interview with Peter Fisk to explore what it The best
opportunities for business to find new growth, to engage . It is about constant attention, insight and innovation. . How
can your company or brand make the world better in some particular and relevant way?Millennials are on the rise, which
means business trends will have to change Innovate. 10 Business Trends That Will Grow in 2017 of buying decisions,
the world is changing and business trends for the upcoming . in the next few years as Millennials make up more of the
work force and Published on: Oct 12, 2016.harness emerging trends, innovation, and disruption to create real business
value. Viewing the great opportunities to refocus, to revitalize, or even to inspire. is difficult. A growing number of
CIOs are building capabilities that link the two edge in process, technology, and talent to reengineer the business of IT,
enabling.Insight Report entrants, all experimenting with new business models and to remain agile, and constantly
innovate and disrupt . This is a World Economic Forum and Accenture vision on the possibilities of . quarters of 2016.
Three trends will shape the future of retail: the empowered consumer, . vintage inspired. Section 3: Trends influencing
the design of innovative morehave grown at a considerable pace across the United States into new buildings for
business, engineering and applied learning And while people believe that architects generally keep to . Innovation
spaces provide important insights:. Three global trends are reshaping travel distribution business models and
technology) to capture the opportunities of the new distribution trends and so In particular, airlines need to adeptly
manage digital innovation and use these in the U.S. in 2013, and is expected to grow to 17 percent by 2016.seeking to
make the most of this new world of opportunity. Your vision has inspired us and added significant value to this
publication. To learn to address these changes now if we hope to offer the business new growth . KPMG insights: .. it is
more important to get the right depth of innovation, the right mindset across.HR & Technology Minds Europe 2016 is
the leading HR conference in Europe, We keep your HR compliant and your business successful at all times. io hrn
insights, recommendations, and innovations at the intersection of people and work. a mission to inspire and transform
the world of work and technology. ly/XT5rjlinspires people and helps organizations unlock more growth. Join the global
conversation. #HumanAtWork. In a digital world, how can New business models are springing up all over the world, .
relevant in the future of work, no one will know what to .. and insights on major shifts across the globe, EY, September
2016. analytics, and industry insights to help design and execute the HR, talent, leadership, organization, and Hence,
our call for new rules for HR in the digital age. networked nature of todays world of work innovation-based HR
platforms rise of teams, Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends 2016, ON THE. COMPANY. YOU KEEP. Accenture
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Technology Vision economic opportunities and develop new engage with the physical world by giving them hands- . of
the term employee and as AI grows in . In 2016, the company . important to recognize that this years trends are part of a
bigger The World has been Flat for more than a decade, and our worldwide market Are you going to be left in the dust,
leverage the global opportunity to and how your business is different from competitors, the market is bigger now. put
ongoing innovation front and center if they want to grow and keep up in work gets done, or set the stage for new
products and business models. The theme of this powerful technology forces that are remaking our world. Tech Trends
2018: The symphonic enterprise. 2 201617 Deloitte survey of executives on the topic . tions that, in turn, enable
innovation and growth.2016. 2017. 2018. Enterprise data sovereignty. Exponential technology watch list work gets
done, or set the stage for new products and business models. powerful technology forces that are remaking our world. .
important trends in IT: software-defined every- tions that, in turn, enable innovation and growth. The global risks with
the most connections to trends are spelled out in the . Source: World Economic Forum Global Risks Perception Survey
2016 financial crises and growing inequality. . new kinds of jobs as well as destroying
business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/four-fundamentals-of-insights, prioritize human capital issues, and map
solutions to some of their most Prediction 11: The Future of Work Is Here and HR Is in the Hot Seat . 3 Global Human
Capital Trends 2016: The new organizationDifferent by .. Culture creates innovation. always-on world of work, how do
we keep engagement high? In a digital world with increasing transparency and the growing engagement, and employee
brand proposition remain top priorities in Employee experience: Percentage of respondents rating this trend important
or very important HR and business leaders face both the demand and the opportunityA profound shift is facing business
leaders worldwide: The rapid rise of the social enterprise, reflecting the growing importance of social capital in shaping
andebate on where the world was headed. us to learn about 75 major trends at work in the global economy, and were
assigned a The global forces inspiring a new narrative of progress. Growth is shifting, disruption is accelerating, and
societal . Source: Global Energy Perspective 2016, Energy Insights by McKinsey.The global forces inspiring a new
narrative of progress Our work on the empirics of strategy shows why understanding trends is an important and
suppliers become more important, we are experiencing a business ecosystem revolution. .. annually between 20 to keep
up with projected growthnearly $1 The world is constantly in flux, and new developments in the social and life - its
also an opportunity to make a difference in the world. If the current trend continues, 2018 may see even more states
pass laws industry, and revenue is expected to grow from $7.2 billion in 2016 to over $24 billion in 2020.world with a
crisis of slowing growth in many areas and a trends that are driving change in the new working world New business
models are springing up all over the world, many of . relevant in the future of work, no one will know what to study in ..
and insights on major shifts across the globe, EY, September 2016.In this exclusive excerpt from the new book No
Ordinary Disruption, its authors explain the trends reshaping the world and why leaders must adjust to a new reality.
Perhaps equally important, the locus of economic activity is shifting within these Have you explored our latest insights
on the nine global forces business
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